Ingredients:
- 1 box vanilla cake mix
- 1 box gel food coloring
- Frosting, baking wrappers, mix-specified other ingredients

Directions:
1. Mix up vanilla cake following directions.
2. Divide batter evenly into 6 bowls.
3. Add gel food coloring to each bowl to create full mapping spectrum. Note: if you want vibrant colors you will use almost all of each gel.
4. Beginning with red, fill a spoon with batter then shake it to drizzle a thin layer of batter into each cupcake tin. Spread base color across bottom of the liner to cover it fully. Layers will be thin.
5. Drizzle orange batter, then yellow, green, blue and violet. Cupcake liners should be ~half-filled when all colors are added.
6. Bake following cake mix directions. The uneven heating of the batter and any bubbles within the mix will stir the color layers within each cupcake.